CASE STUDY

Leveraging Employee Emergency
Notifications at Michigan State
University Federal Credit Union
Founded in 1937, Michigan State University
Federal Credit Union (MSUFCU) is owned and
operated by members of the Michigan State
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University and Oakland University communities.
The East Lansing-based credit union is the 3rd
largest credit union in Michigan, and 49th largest in the
United States in membership and asset size with over

CHALLENGE:

$3.7 billion in assets, hundreds of employees and over

MSUFC needed an out of the box alerting

246,000 members. When it comes to protecting these

system to notify employees during emergencies.

employees and members, MSUFCU has partnered
with one of the world’s most trusted safety technology

SOLUTION:

providers of advanced emergency response, data and

MSUFC selected Rave Alert for its ease

communication, and mass notification solutions: Rave

of use, multi-modal alerts, and on-going

Mobile Safety.

customer support.

TRUST:

“Rave Alert is intuitive and easy to use and we have about a dozen staff
members in different departments who enjoy working with it.”
OLIVIA GHISLAIN, PHYSICAL SECURITY PROGRAM DIRECTOR AT MSUFCU
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The Challenge

confirms that “this software is intuitive and easy to

Olivia Ghislain, the Physical Security Program Director

use and we have about a dozen staff members in

at MSUFCU, works diligently to help protect the

different departments who enjoy working with it.”

credit union’s different locations. She is also has

MSUFCU has Rave Alert in place for emergencies

previous experience working with Michigan State

such as weather events, power outages, fire alarms,

University’s police department. It was in this role

and virtually any type of emergency situation. In

where she first became familiar with sophisticated

action, Olivia notes that “our employees have been

alerting systems. Olivia recalls that “we had a very

very open and receptive to working with Rave Alert.”

powerful alerting system in place and it was great
learning experience for me to work at MSU.”

From initial installation and rollout to ongoing
support, Olivia describes Rave Mobile Safety’s

Using this valuable hands-on experience, Olivia

support as a positive experience. Like the hundreds

contributed to the credit union’s alerting system

of other clients of the company, MSUFCU likes the

search efforts. She notes that “we initially considered

fact that Rave Alert’s safety grade infrastructure

building an internal platform because we have a large

— including geo-redundant data centers, multiple

and very competent IT Department. However, we

carriers, carrier networks and aggregators — ensures

quickly realized that it would be a better use of our

top notch emergency notification performance and

time to deploy an already established system.” The

delivery. She concludes that “it is a useful system and

credit union researched a handful of vendors, but

we love the sense of security that it provides.”

quickly narrowed their search to Rave Mobile Safety.

ABOUT RAVE ALERT

The Solution
The Rave Alert platform sends emergency alerts to

Rave Alert’s fast and easy to use interface speeds up
delivery allowing you to reach all employees in minutes

all communication channels simultaneously from any

through mobile apps, calls, email, and text messages.

computer, smartphone or tablet. Plus, Rave Alert’s

For day-to-day communications, you can target specific

2-step SnapSend broadcasts emergency

groups by operational area, function, or geography. In
the event of an emergency, you can rely on Rave’s public

notifications to thousands in just seconds, and the

safety grade infrastructure for 2-way communications for

company’s pre-set templates and audience

on-going incident management.

segmentation greatly helps accelerate the entire
emergency send process from start to finish. Olivia
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